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Any scientific heroes? Hermann von
Helmholtz, of course, and Richard
Feynman. Both were physicists.
Helmholtz was also both a physiologist
and a psychophysicist, perhaps
the best ever. Feynman was neither
but his curiosity and his clarity are
inspirational. His ability to observe
was not bad either — remember the
Challenger enquiry and the O ring?
I cannot resist adding Julesz and
Campbell, reluctant bedfellows though
they may have made.
What is the best advice you have
been given? Work on hard problems;
try to stay ahead of the field; don’t
dodge the tedious parts of research;
and use any unfair advantage you
happen to have. Understand the
techniques you use at least as well as
anyone you employ to apply them.
And what advice would you offer?
All of the above, plus learn to write
crisp, accurate prose, never opening
any sentence with ‘this’, ‘thus’ or
‘therefore’. I’ll let you work out why.
What is you greatest ambition? Time
is running out but I would still like to
get a handle on what perceiving is and,
in the process, to comprehend why we
are compelled to believe the evidence
of our eyes, even though we know
how far astray we can be. My guess is
that perceiving is controlled imagining,
followed by rapid mini experiments,
like shifting gaze, to test the fit of what
we imagine to the state of affairs we
are observing. Confirmed hypotheses
carry great conviction.
Why our imaginings are so
infrequently wrong is another, very
awkward question. I think it is because
we have evolved to imagine our world
and our place in it rapidly and correctly.
In very strange environments, like
deserts and outer space, our
imagination might fail us badly. Some
environments may be beyond our
imagining, making them impossible for
us to see.
Why do we need to be conscious?
I think it is so we can see ourselves
in interaction with others in situations
they perceive as we do. Love and war,
playing games and doing business
would not otherwise be possible.
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Parasites have adapted to their
specialised way of life by a number
of means, including the acquisition
of genes by horizontal gene transfer.
These newly acquired genes seem
to come from a variety of sources,
but seldom from the host, even in the
most intimate associations between
obligate intracellular parasite and
host [1]. Microsporidian intracellular
parasites have acquired a handful of
genes, mostly from bacteria, that help
them take energy from their hosts or
protect them from the environment
[2,3]. To date, however, no animal
genes have been documented in
any microsporidian genome. Here,
we have surveyed the genome of
the microsporidian Encephalitozoon
romaleae, which parasitises
arthropods for evidence of animal
genes. We found one protein-encoding
gene that is absent from publicly
available sequence data from other
microsporidia. The gene encodes
a component of the purine salvage
pathway, and has been independently
acquired by other parasites through
horizontal gene transfer������������
from other
donors. In this case, however, the gene
shows a very strong phylogenetic
signal for arthropod origin.
We created a 20-fold coverage
survey of the E. romaleae genome,
resulting in 165 contigs, with an
average length of 13,350 bp. Search
for genes of potential animal origin
revealed the presence of only one
candidate, a purine nucleotide
phosphorylase (PNP). Interestingly, this
gene is absent from any other publicly
available microsporidian sequence
data, including complete genomes
from other members of the genus

Encephalitozoon [4]. Encephalitozoon
genomes share a high level of
co-linearity, and the E. romaleae
PNP gene is flanked by genes with
high sequence similarity and gene
order conservation from regions of
chromosome 1 of E. cuniculi and
E. intestinalis, respectively (Supplemental
information). This protein is involved in
a pathway that is notoriously reduced
in other members of the lineage, but
otherwise essential for salvaging
purines in other eukaryotes [4], and
its inclusion in the genome of E.
romaleae was confirmed by PCR and
conventional DNA sequencing.
The origin of the PNP gene was
assessed using a variety of models
and methods for phylogenetic
reconstruction. The phylogeny
consistently showed the microsporidia
to cluster not just with animals, but
specifically with arthropods with high
support (Figure 1). The exclusion of the
more divergent arthropod sequences
(i.e., crustaceans and Pediculus) had
no effect on either tree topology or
support (���������������������������
Supplemental information���
).
E. romaleae is unusual in that it
is the first described species or
Encephalitozoon isolated from an
insect [5]; all other members of
the genus are only known to infect
vertebrates. The arthropod origin of
its PNP might suggest a recent, insect
host origin, so we also searched
an ongoing genome project from a
putative sister species, the human
parasite E. hellem, for the presence of
PNP. Interestingly, the arthropod PNP
is also found in the same genomic
context in E. hellem (Figure 1), and we
confirmed that these two species are
indeed sister-species using a multigene
phylogeny (��������������������������
Supplemental information��
).
Overall, these data indicate that
the PNP gene was acquired from an
insect in the ancestor of E. romalea
and E. hellem, which raises the
question: was this insect the host?
The exceedingly narrow distribution
of this gene in the sister species
E. hellem and E. romaleae is most
consistent with a recent gain of the
gene. But E. hellem, like all other
described members of this genus, is a
parasite of vertebrates. It is possible
that our current understanding of
host-range in Encephalitozoon
species is limited by sampling bias,
or ancestral types had broader
host-ranges. Indeed, infection of
both insects and vertebrate hosts by
microsporidia has been documented in
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Figure 1. Phylogeny of the PNP genes.
Phylogenetic relationships between the PNP genes based on 240 amino acid positions from
a broad diversity of eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Major lineages are indicated by coloured
boxes, while black circles indicate branches with bootstrap support of over 95% from
Maximum likelihood analyses (WAG model of evolution) and over 0.95 posterior probabilities
obtained using Mr Bayes (WAG model of evolution) and Phylobayes (CAT and LG models of
evolution). Red circles indicate branches with posterior probabilities of 1 using Mr Bayes, but
with bootstrap support and posterior probabilities sometimes below 95% and 0.95 for, either,
maximum likelihood analyses, or for Bayesian analyses performed under the CAT and LG
models of evolution implemented in Phylobayes. Phylogenetic relationships between the PNP
genes of several eukaryotic and prokaryotic lineages based on 240 amino acid positions after
removal of sequences corresponding to Pediculus humanus and Crustaceans (i.e. the longest
branches) are shown in Figure S1.

Anncalia algerae [6], Trachipleistophora
hominis [7] and Trachipleistophora
extenrec [8]. This is particularly
plausible given that E. romaleae is
an insect parasite, so some host
switching must have occurred in the
ancestor of E. romaleae and E. hellem.
The alternative explanation — that
an ancestral intracellular parasite
that specifically infected vertebrates
somehow acquired an insect gene — is
difficult to imagine since exposure of
the parasite to insect genes would
presumably be very limited.
The function of the PNP gene in
parasite biology is also of interest
because many parasites depend on
salvage pathways for their nucleotides.
In the apicomplexan Cryptosporidium,
the pyrimidine salvage enzyme
thymidine kinase was acquired from a
bacterium [9], as was the PNP itself in
the diplomonad Giardia [10]. These three
lineages acquired similar functions in
parallel by acquiring new genes through

HGT, but only in microsporidia was it
apparently derived from the host. The
genome-level data from microsporidia
now available also raise the interesting
question of why some species of
Encephalitozoon get by without PNP
while these two species have retained it,
despite their otherwise highly reduced
gene repertoire. Neither the long-term
fate of such genes acquired by HGT,
nor the short-term implications of their
integration into cellular pathways are
well understood, but the relatively
tractable genomes of Encephalitozoon
make this an appealing genus in which
to address such questions.
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Supplemental Information includes a
supplemental figure and experimental
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